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Project Brief

Atlas Cutting Tools is a bigcommerce 

store of manufactured cutting tools. Here 

users can get a wide range of tools with 

an easy search tool (Tool finder). Users 

can add multiple products to their cart in 

one go which makes their purchase 

process faster. Filters added to the 

website are so helpful that one can get 

accurate tools easily.

WELCOME TO Atlas Cutting Tools



Wide Rage Of Products


Countersinks


Threadmills


N C Spotting Drills


Dies Accessories


Drill Drifts


Drill Mills


Sets

Reamers


End Mills


Drills


Burs


Taps


Chamfer Mills


Comb Drill sink




Powerful Features


Get the best of our features at very low prices and with a Quality of services

Customized Theme


Tool Finder


Quick Order


Mega menu


Bulk Quantity


Modified checkout page layout



Customized Theme
Customized Theme using Stencil CLI, Grunt CLI



Tool Finder
Using bigcommerce Api and jQuery set up an app that will search for categories and their custom fields. In this, the user can search various parameters of 

the product. The further result page is created where results are shown  The sku number



Quick Order
This is added in navigation where users can add up to 8 products directly just by putting the SKU number in the field along with its quantity. If they want to 

add more than that there is a page where users can add any number of products In this, bigcommerce cart API is used to enhance functionality.



Mega menu
Mega menu enhancement to support custom HTML for quick order and tool finder in navigation.



Bulk Quantity
For some products, there is a restriction to select a minimum amount like 6 or 12, etc. For this, customization is done in the theme to 

match the requirements.



Modified checkout page layout
Modified checkout page layout, add custom UPS Collect code to avoid paying monthly - Added a PO (Purchase Order) Field for the 

customer to enter at checkout



Carbide 


Jobbers Length 

Drills



Figma

Project technology

BigCommerce
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